Just-in-Case Learning Activities ("non-content" content)

1. communication skills: writing, oral presentation, visual communication
2. rhetorical skills: an ability to persuade others
3. collaborative skills: an ability to work with others
4. technological skills: an ability with a particular technology important to a discipline or career
5. graphic skills: tables, graphs, etc.
6. mathematical/statistical skills
7. research skills: abilities to read about and understand (and maybe conduct) particular kinds of research (e.g., surveys, ethnographies, textual analysis)
8. analytical skills: abilities to analyze certain kinds of documents and/or situations (e.g., medical, nutritional, psychological, etc., diagnoses; historical analyses)
9. critical thinking skills: ability to think independently and maturely
10. problem-solving skills
11. cognitive skills: meta-cognition, reflection, self-regulation, self-motivation
12. creativity: inventiveness
13. professional dispositions
14. ethical skills
15. team-building skills
16. information literacy

Choose the top TWO “non-content” content areas from the list above and think of two different assignments or activities that will allow you to teach these components in your class:

1) ________________________________________________________________

Activity/Assignment:

2) ________________________________________________________________

Activity/Assignment: